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i like this game but .no servers. game was ballin' when it was alive. there are still some wanderers out there in the post
apocalyptic wastes though.. It seems to be a good mod, but i wish people would play this again. Death Race :). It seems to be a
good mod, but i wish people would play this again. It was the BEST of the BEST, handling was extremely well done, today all
multiplayer mods the handling is terribly made, it's just HORRIBLE.. Do you remember when you played games like Interstate
or Carmageddon? Do you want to enjoy it now? With friends? That means, D.I.P.R.I.P. is for you! This Source-based mod is
really amazing! Your favourite type of maps: Capture The Flag and Team Deathmatch! Your favourite class-system! Choose
between heavy weapons and high speed! Pick up bonuses! Choose your type of rocket! Enjoy killing your enemies, play
together, covering each other, and become the king of a road! Giant explodes, awesome graphic perfomance, fast action and
strong voice of the commentator! Fight Hard! Be Fast! Shoot Smart! THIS IS D.I.P.R.I.P.! Warm up! P.S.: My favourite
weapon is Mortar :). this game is the bosses. No one plays this game :( Make bots, singleplayer bots Please!
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X-Morph: Defense is now available! : After five years of developing X-Morph: Defense, we are very proud to announce that it
is now available on Steam: Thank you for your continued support during all that time.. Required update 1.0.0.9 for D.I.P.R.I.P.
Warm Up has been released : A required update fixing the yesterday's startup crash problems has been released. It also adds the
map list map icons and two rocket balancing changes. The full change log for this update is: Version 1.0.0.9 ADDED - server
browser map icons FIXED - client crash on startup caused by a Source Engine update CHANGED - changed missile homing
time from 2s to 1.5s - changed blue rocket fire rate from 0.7s to 0.85s. Our next game X-Morph: Defense : Hello D.I.P.R.I.P.
fans :) We are finally able to announce our next game X-Morph: Defense.. THE RIFTBREAKER - Our next game : Hello
everyone! Today, we are proud to announce what we have been secretly working on for more than a year. World, meet our
brand new game - THE RIFTBREAKER. The Riftbreaker is a brand-new IP from EXOR Studios. The game combines
elements of base-building, survival, exploration and action RPG. The story takes place in the distant future. Humans have
managed to master the Rift technology, allowing them to instantaneously travel to far reaches of space. You take the role of
captain Ashley S. Nowak, one of the titular Riftbreakers. They are a group of elite scientists/commandos. The Riftbreakers
jump into newly established, one-way Rifts with no safety net, with the purpose of establishing a connection back to Earth to
allow for further colonization. To make this possible, the pioneers take control of powerful Mecha-suits, equipped with all the
tools necessary to get the job done.. D.I.P.R.I.P. is Mod of the Year at Steamfriends.com : 2008 has passed as a year full of
success for D.I.P.R.I.P. Our first demo release in March has put us on the modding scene and gathered a lot of positive
feedback followed by numerous press reviews and interviews. The innovation and quality delivered by D.I.P.R.I.P. has been
recognized by Valve and we were able to Warm Up the modding scene once again in October by delivering D.I.P.R.I.P. Warm
Up directly through Steam. Now we are proud and excited to announce that we have been chosen as the Mod of The Year by
Steamfriends.com : "What at first looked to be a simple take on the classic 'Twisted Metal' quickly gathered speed and became a
lot more than a simple re-make. DIPRIP sees players driving huge metal beats around beautifully created landscapes, fending
off fellow drivers with bombs, rockets and miniguns while carrying nuclear bombs into the enemy base to create just that little
bit more destruction. Featuring its own achievements and packing completely destructable scenery and explosive action,
DIPRIP is a hell of a lot of fun and more than deserves our Mod of the Year award.". Steamworks game play stats, a new map
and a radio interview : The long waited D.I.P.R.I.P. update is coming today. This time we are adding Steam game play statistics
which you can view during map loading or from the main menu. As promised we have also released a deathmatch version of the
Dam map with some new textures and other graphical improvements. Additionaly to the new map, dedam, urrefinery and
dmrefinery maps have recieved small game play improvements. On top of all that there is a new achievement "Destroyer of
Worlds" which is unlocked after destroying 2000 objects. Gaming Radio Network has interviewed Pawel Lekki from our
development team. If you want to hear first hand about the future plans for D.I.P.R.I.P. the interview will be broadcasted on air
twice: Tuesday 25th 19:00GMT till 22:00GMT - Presenter: Shnooter Sunday 30th 13:00GMT till 16:00GMT - Presenter: DJ
Ion To listen to the interview visit www.gamingradio.net The full change log for this update is: Version 1.0.0.5 ADDED - game
play statistics - Destroyer of Worlds achievement - dmdam map CHANGED - vehicle physics scripts * slightly increased
handbrake power - updated dedam map * added new textures * added ammo pickups * minor graphical improvements - updated
dmrefinery map * minor driving improvements - updated urrefinery map * increased starting ammo amount * minor driving
improvements - updated diprip.fgd * team ammo pickup can now be set to team neutral (works in deathmatch)
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